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SUMMARY

This paper contains the theory, algorithms, and test data correlation analysis of a math model
developed to predict performance of the Space Station Freedom Vacuum Exhaust System. The
theory use_ to predict the flow charagteristics of viscous, transition and molecular flow is
presented in detail. Development of user subroutines which predict the flow characteristics in
conjunction with the SINDA'85/FLUINT analysis software are discussed. The resistance-
capacitance network approach wi,th application to vacuum system analysis, is demonstrated and
results from the model are correlated with test data.

The model was developed to predict the performance of the Space Station Freedom
Vacuum Exhaust System. However, the unique use of the user subroutines developed in this
model and written into the SINDA'85/FLUINT thermal analysis model, provides a powerful tool
that can be used to predict the transient performance of vacuum systems and gas flow in tubes of
virtually any geometry. This can be accomplished using a resistance-capacitance (R-C) method
very similar to the methods used to perform thermal analyses.
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Subscripts:
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NOMENCLATURE

cross-sectional area of tube in square centimeters
diameter of tube (I.D.) in centimeters
conductance in liters per second
length of tube in centimeters
molecular weight in kilograms per mole

upstream pressure in torr

downstream pressure in torr

vacuum pressure in torr
throughput in tort-liters per second
temperature in Kelvin
friction factor
_celeration due to gravity
radiusoftubeincentimeters

specific heat ratio

density

viscosity in poises
radius of tube in cm

molecular regime
transitional regime
viscous regime
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INTRODUCTION

The model presentedinthistextwas developedtopredictthecharacteristicsofgasesas
they flow through tubes or other system components. The model is capable of predicting the
pressure and throughput of gases in the viscous, transition, and molecular flow regimes. In
addition, the model is capable of incorporating a characteristic pump curve as a boundary
condition.The model was developedtopredicttheperformanceof theSpace StationFreedom
Vacuum Exhaust System. However, theuniqueuse oftheusersubroutinesdevelopedinthis

model and writtenintotheSINDA'85/FLUINT thermalanalysismodel providea powerfultool
that can be used to predict the transient performance of vacuum systems and gas flow in tubes of
"vimmllyany geometry

THEORY

As a gas flowsthroughatubeorsystem component a pressuredrop isexperienced.The

flowregime thatoccursina tubedepends on thesizeofthetube,temperatureofthegas,pressure
inthepipe,and thetypeofgas.From ReferenceI,molecularflowprevailsatlow gas densities
where the mean free path or the average distance a molecule travels between successive
intermolecuiar collisions is large compared to the tube cross section. As the mean free path
shortens for higher pressure conditions, interrnolecular collisions will predominate rather than
collisions with the wails of the tube. Such a high density gas flow is called viscous or continuum
flow. In this flow regime the velocity profile is nearly parabolic. The mathematical relationships
used to describe viscous flow depend on whether it is laminar, turbulent, incompressible,
compressible, or critical. A complex transition region exists between the molecular and viscous
regimes. Transition flow occurs when the molecular mean free path is about equal to the
dimensions of the pipe. At this point, the flow is partially viscous and partially molecular in
character.

Inspacerelatedvacuum systems,a vesselusuallyatorabove atmosphericpressure,will
be allowedtoventthrougha seriesofmanifolds,pipesand non-propuisivcventstothevacuum of

space.The flowwillthereforestartoutintheviscousflowregimeand progressthroughthe
transition regime to the molecular regime. In the test case discuasexi later in this paper, a pump was

used to evacuate a chamber from 760 Ton" down to lxl0 -4 Ton". The following sections will
discuss the theory and equations used to characterize the viscous, transition, and molecular flow
regimesinthisexercise.In addition,theR--Cnetwork approachusedtomodel theflow willbe
discussed.

IntheR-C nctworkapproach,thefluidflowisdividedintodiscretesectionscallednodes.

As gas passesthroughthesectionofpipeconnectingthenode centers,a resistancetotheflow

exists, so that between the points a pressure difference is seen. In fact, no net flow will take place
if this pressure difference does not exist. By an analogy with an electrical circuit, we define a
conductance between the two points such that the flow rate through the system is the product of
the conductance and the pressure difference, i.e.,

Where;
Q--(PI-P2)G (2.1)

Q = Mass flowrateor throughputfrom node I tonode 2 (Ton.-
litetstscc)

Pressure at the center of node 1 (Ton.)
Pressure at the center of node 2 (Ton.)
Conductance from thecenterof node I to thecenter
2 (litergsec)

Pl =
P2=
G= ofnode
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Assuming no leaking or aeeumnladon of gas in the system, Q will remain constant for any given
time at node 1 and node 2 in the system. The R-C network analogy applied to fluid problems will
allow use of the thermal analysis code SINDA'85/FLUINT to solve for transient pressures and
throughputs at discrete points which represent the vacuum system. The FWDBK solution routine
which applies the "Crank-Nicholson" implicit forwat_ackward differencing method to the R-C
network will be used to perform the required calculations. For further details on the "Crank-
Nicholson _ method the reader is directed to References 3 & 4.

Since the method developed here applies to a specific type of vacuum system and many
characteristics of the flow are known, a number of simplifying assumptions can be made.

I) The flow is isothermal. Past experience in the design and testing of vacuum systems has
shown that in piping practice the isothermal assumption is a valid assumption.

2) The gas behaves as an ideal gas. The gas in this case is air which is assumed to be an
ideal gas. However, any other ideal gas could be modeled using the methods presented
in this paper.

3) SteadyFlow. There isrioaccumulationofgas inthesystem.

4) The frictionfactorisconstantalongthepipe.The pipingused inthiscasewas stainlcss
steel In most vacuum systems,thepipingmaterialwillbe highgradetoprevent

outgassing.Thisusuallytranslatesintoa uniformfrictionfactor.
5) The flowiscompressibleintheviscousregime(Mach number of greaterthan0.3).

6) The flowisfuny developed.The velocityprofileisthesame atany positionalongthe
tubelength.

The equationsillustratedinthispaperwere developedusingtheseassumptions.
The viscousflowregimeisdefinedasthestateinwhich themain form ofenergy and

momentum transferofthegas moleculesisdue tointermolecularcollisions.This stateoccursfor

highdensitygaseswhere themean freepathoftlmgasmoleculesissmallcompared tothephysical
dimensionsofthetubewalls.When moleculesofthegas collidewitheach othertheydo notlose
momentum. Only when theycollidewiththewallofthetubedo theyreducetheirmomentum.
Therefore, tim throughput Q, is expected to be highest in tim viscous flow regime. Since the Space
Station Freedom Vacuum Exhaust system is de.signed so that choking will occur at the exit (i.e. the
non-propnlsive vent valve), the compressibility effects of tim gas will dominate the flow equations
(see assumption 5 ).

Tim maximum velocity of a compressible fluid in a pipe is limited by the velocity at which a
pm.ssae wave may be propagated through the fluid medium. This velocity is the speed of sound
in the fluid. If the flow is choked, the mass throughput no longer depends own the downstream
pressure. Choked areas in the vent system will be identified by a comparison of the downstream
and upstream pressure ratio (Pc). From Reference 5, the equation used to determine PC is given
by;

-f

Pc = (7+-_l)-V-t-"_ (2.2)

Locations in the vent system where the ratio of the downstream node pressure and the upstream
node pressure is greater than PC arc considered unchoked. From Reference 5, compressible pipe
flow equations used to determine conductan_ (G) and throughput (Q) for unchoked locations in
tim system are given by ;

(2.3)
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Quncuoxea - GuncUoXea(Pl " P_ (2.4)

Locationsintheventsystemwhere theupstream and downstream node pressurearcless

thanPC areconsideredchoked. Again from Reference5,theconductanceand throughput

between two nodes inchocked flow isgivenby ....

GchokedffiCd A _'yg p {p....._) (2.5)PrP-

Q_oked = Gchoked(P1-P2) (2.6)

The Space StationFreedom Vacuum ExhaustSystem isdesignedtochoke onlyatthenon-

propulsivevent(theexit)howeve4-.,thismethod willallowtheusertopredictwhere choking may
occllr.

The transitionalflow regimeischaracterizedby bothviscousand molecularflow
properties.Transitionflow occursovera rangeoftwo orthreedecades ofpressurewhere the
molecule-to-wallcollisionpatterndecreasesand givesway totheintermoI_ collision

conditionswhich characterizeviscousorcontinuum flow. Flow inthetransitionregimeisnotwell
understoodbut a greatdealofexperimentalwork has been done toinvestigatetheregion(see
References6,7 & 8). An empiricalexpressiongivenby Reference Idescribesthetransitionflow
regime adequately as;

Qtrsa = Qvt_ + "Oanol (2.7)

where Q,,lsc and O.mol are defined as,

(2.8)

Qm°'=( [ 8r7+_r)])'II'43r2(M_'_(PI'P2)3LI+(3 I

(2.9)

and theconductanceequationisasfollows,

(2.10)
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Transitionpressureisthepressureatwhich theflowdepartss_k,nificanay from theparabolic
velocityprofilethatcharacterizesviscousflow. From Reference2 thetransitionalpressure(Pt)is

cakulatedfrom;

Where;

Pt

T
D

M

Pt= 95.7(T/M) 1/2(rl/D)

= Transitionpressure.(Ton-)

= Viscosity oftheGas (Pohsions)

= Temperatureofthegas (°K)
= Diameterofthepipe(cm)

= MolecularWeight (Kg/Kmolc)

From Referenc_ 2 the lower limit of the transition range is given by;

Where;
PI=O.114 Pt (2.11)

Lower pressure limitofthetransitionregime (Ton')

Transitionpressure(Tort).

This is the pressure where the flow goes from transition to molecular flow. The upper limit of the
transition flow regimeisgivenby;

PU=9.91 Pt (2.12)

Where;

Pt ffi
Upper pressurelimitof thetransitionregime (Ton')

Transitionpressure(Ton').

This isthepressurewhere theflow changesfrom viscoustotransitionflow.
Using theseequations,we can determinewhen theflowisintheviscous,transition,or molecular
flowregimesbased on thepressure.With thisinformation,wc can calculateconductanceand
throughputwiththecorrectformulation.

Moleculargas flowisdefinedby thestateatwhich themean freepathofthegas molecules
is very large compared to the dimensional parametersof the robe. Gas molecu/es move in random
straight lines impinging on the tube walls where at impact the molecule is stopped and randomly
rcmi_cd.Any moleculethatstnTa_thetubewalllosesdirectionalmomentum becauseequal
probabilityexistsforittoproceedupstream ordownstream afterimpacL The probabilityofthe
moleculetravelinginany directiondependsmainlyon asolidangledcf'me,d by thelengthofthe

tube(1)and thetuberadius(r).AccordingtoRcfcmncc I,theprobabilityofa molecule passing
through the tube without striking the tube wall is a function of the ratio l/r which dcfmes an
attenuation factor applicable to the directional energy incident of the tube. Reference 6 has shown
that the attenuation factor equals (8/3)x(r/l) for long tubes of circular cross section. From
Reference l, the throughput is given by;

Qm°l=( [ 8r7+_r)])'II'43r2{MI_(Pl'P2)3L1+(3 1 (2.13)
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andtheconductanceequationis asfollows;

Gn._l

Gmo = p:) (2.14)

During _int m _ transient depres.mriz_on process, the outgassing and leakage effects in the
system tenO to aominate the throughput results in the moleoxlar flow regime. This will cause
the analytical results to trend toward a steady-s_ solution,

DETAILS OF THE SINDA'85/FLUINT MODEL

The SINDA'85/FL_m_was _Veloped iop_de the analysts a too|to predict the

performance of vacuum systems ".man accurate and efficient manor. By applying the methods
described in the theory section of this paper, the analysts can quickly evaluate proposed vacuum
system desig..ns and provide transient data to _port any conclusions. _e SINDA'85/FLU]]_
solverm aw_delyusedcode thatwas develope_tin-dcrg_Vc/'Krn_ contractwiththeNational
Aeronauticsand Space Administration(NASA) and isavailablethroughtheComputer Software

Management and InformationCenter(COSMIC) ,locatedattheUniversityofGeorgia,fora
nominalfee.The model hastheflexibilityofpredictingcharacteristicsofflow throughthe

visc.o,us,transition,and molecularflow regimes.The model can simulatea blowdown tothespace
envlronmcntora pumpdown usingany pump forwhich an accuratepump curveexists.Theflow
blockdiagrams Shown inFiguresone throughfourillustratethelogicused intheoverallmodel
and the major subroutines.

The model requires input from the analysts in several sections. The following paragraphs
will identify specific parts of the SINDA'85/FLUINT model that require user input along with
specificexamples from thetestmodel. The explanationswillassume thatthereaderhas some prior
knowledge oftheSINDA'85/FLUINT solver.

The firststeptobuildingany model istodividethesystemtobe modeled intodiscreet

nodalscgrncntsconnectedby conductors.Figure5 illustrateshow thetestsetupwas nodalized.
The sizeofthenodesisdependenton thegeometry and tlmlocationswhere pressureand
throughput data is req_d, For example, if a test set is to be analyzed, tim analysts will want a
node centerateach locationwhere pressurereadingsaretobe made. In addition,pointswhere
diameterchanges existsarecandidatesfornode divisions.Itshouldbe noted,thatruntimcon the

computer isproportionaltothenumber ofnode.spresent.Inour testcase,with smooth stainless
stealpiping,itwas found thata coursenodalizationproduced thesame resultsasa fine
nodalization.

As withallSINDA'85/FLUINT models,thisisthesectionwhere thenodalizationis

defined.The followingistheHeader Node Data sectionfrom thetestcasemodel;

NODE DATA, VAC
C ********************************************************************

C

1, 760.0, 250000.0 $ Tank

GEN 2, 5, 1, 750.0, -1.0 $ Line

-9999, 760.0, -1.0 $ Space

Of course,thenormal SINDA'85/FLUINT designationsforboundary nodes and arithmeticnodes
is used. However, instead of an initial temperature in the second field, insert the initial pressure
guess in Ton" (example 760.0 Ton'). In field 3, in place of the normal mass entry, insert the
volume of the node segment in milliliters (example 250000.0 ml). In the test case all the volume
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was lumped into the tank node, and the line nodes were modeled as arithmetic nodes. (See
Reference 4 for fiuther definition of an arithn_c node and the Header Node Data section.)

Again, as with all SINDA'85/b'LUINT models, this is the section where the conductor
designations are made. The following is the Conductor Data section from the test case
model;

HEADER _R DATA, VAC

C

C Main Vent Line

i, 5, i, I, I, 2, 1, 1.0 $ Vent Line Conductors

6, 6, 9999, 1.0 $ G B/t Vent Valve And Space

Since the actual conductor values am calculated by the user subroutines developed in this exercise,
this section serves mainly to genelate and designate the conductors between the nodes defined in
tim Header Node Data section. Again, the normal rules for developing SINDA'85/FLI/INT models
is followed in this section. (See Reference 4 for further details concerning SINDA'85/FLUINT
models.)

The Header ControlData sectionof any SINDA'85/FLUINT model isthesectionwhere

convergenceiscontrolled°Therefore.,thisisa veryimportantsectionofthemodel, especially

since the pressure differences in the mo_ region can be as small as lxl0 -6 Ton'. Therefore,
tim tolerances must be very fight or tim numerical solution wiI1 converge to quickly yielding
ineo .rrect. results. On the other hand,_ if the tolerances are set to tight, the solution will require
severat loops and a large amount ot computer time to converge. The control data section of the test
case model is as follows;

C

C
C Time in Minutes

ARLXCA = I.E-6

DRLXCA m 1.E-6
- 0.0

TIMEND = 200.0

O_I_3T = 0.01667
NLOOPT = 500

UID = SI
PATMOS . 0.00

ABSZRO . 0.0

As with all SINDA'85/FLUINT models, ARr._CA defines the relaxation criteria for the arithraetic
nodes defined in the Header Node D_a section. In the same way, DRLXCA defines the relaxation
criteria for the diffusion nodes defined in the Header Node Data. It should be noted that ARI_CA

and DRr.,XC.A am set equal to lx10-6 Ton'. Since the test case yielded tank pressures of lxl0 -4
Ton., two orders of magnitude lower than the lowest expected pmssn_ is a good first guess. It is
not uncommon for it to require 50 to 100 loops for tim solution to converge. Therefore, NLOOr,r
shouldbe setto200 to500 loops.Inaddition,ABSZRO isused inthermalmodels totellSINDA

that the model requires the absolute temperature scale. Since we are working in an absolute
pressure scale and the taxssum,s should never be less than zero, Asszao should be set to 0.00.
UID, PATMOS. TIMEO, and TIMEND have the sa/n_ meaning asinany otherSINDA'85/FLUINT
model.(SeeReference4 forfurtherdetailsconcerningSINDA'85/FLUINT models.)
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The HEADER USER _TA. Sbn section of the m(xiel is used to initialize the flow through
each node so that the model does not fail on the first loop when the flow is just getting started. The
flow should be initialized at a very low value but some value greater than zero. From the test case
the Header User Data section is as follows;

C *****e,e,.llt lb.**********e******* ,e,e e, e****e**e****,, **** e ****** •., . . * *

Header User Data, VAC
C ********************************************************************

C

C Initialize Nodal Throughput Values
1 = 0.0001
2 = 0.0001

3 = 0.0001
4, = 0.0001
5 = 0.0001

6 = 0.0001
C

Note that each node except the boundary node must be initialized.
The Header Variables 1 section of the Vacuum System Analysis Model is the most

important. In this section, 0utgassing rates are clef'reed, the vent subroutines are called, the pump
subroutine is called, and the dmestep subroutine is called. A detailed explanation of each of these
subroutines is included in this paper. The Variables 1 section of the test case is as follows;

C ********************************************************************

Header Variablesl, VAC
C ********************************************************************

C

C Outgassing Rates For Tubes, Pumps, Flexlines
Q1 = 2.358E-1

Q2 = 7.688E-1
Q3 = 7.688E-I

Q4 = 1.24E-I
Q5 = 2.00E-2

Q6 = 2.00E-2
C

C CALL STATEMENT FOR SUBROUTinE - VENT(G, TI, TJ, MDOT, DIA, L)
C DETERMINES IF THE FLOW IS IN THE TRANSITION PRES_ RANGE AND C

CALCULATES A CONDUCTANCE (G), AND MDOT.
c

C
C
C

C
C
C

C
M

M
M
M

M

M
M
M

C
F
C

G - CC_KX_2TANCE (mL/MIN)

TI - DOWNSTREAM PRESSURE (TORR)

TJ - UPSTREAM PRESSURE (TORR)
MDOT - MASS FLOWRATE (KG/MIN)
DIA - DIAMEn_ (CM)

L- LENGTH (CM)

CALL MEPUMP (T9999,
CALL VENT (GI, TI,

CALL VENT(G2, T2,
CALL VENT (G3, T3,
CALL VENT(G4, T4,

CALL VENT (GS, TS,

CALL VENT (G6, T6,
CALL TIMESTEP (T1,

ITEST . ITEST + 1

TIMEN, DTIMEU )
T2, XKI, 3.81,327.66,ITEST)

T3, XK2, 9.76,523.875 ,ITEST)
T4, XK3, 9.76,1047.75,ITEST)

T5, XK4, 9.76,287.6 ,ITEST)
T6, XKS, 9.76,77.3,ITEST)

T9999, XK6, 3.81, 50.,ITEST)
4.76, DTIMEH, OUTPUT)
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Outgassing is defined as the release of gases or vapor absorb1 by a material. Outgassing
rates are a characteristic of the piping material In the test case the material was stainless _ with

an outgassing rate of lxl0 -9 Torr-litergsex..cm 2. Therefore, to calculate the outgassing rate for a

single node the surface area represented by the node is multiplied by the outgassing rate of the pipe
material.

The first subroutine called is the _um, subroutine which is used in the test case to

determine the pressure of the pump based on the pump curve. The user must make sure that the
node representing the pump (in this case 9999) is include_ with a preceding T as the first entry in
the MgpUm_ call _nt.

Each conductor definod in the Header Conductor Data section must have a corresponding
call statement as follows;

M CALL VENT(Gn, Tnl, Tn2, XKnl, D,L ,ITEST)

Where;

_1 - Number designation of the conductor to be calculated
'Pal -- Node number of the lust node in the conductor

_2 = Node number of the second node in the conductor
x_I = Designation for the throughput at the f'_t node in the

conductor

D - Diameter of the pipe between the node centers (cm)
L = Distancebetweenthenode cen_m (cm)

ZTE_= Dummy variable that flags the first timestep.

In order to aid in convergence and reduce the required computation time, the time step is
different for each flow regime. The fimestep should be smallest in the viscous flow regime, larger
in the transition regime and largest in the molecular flow regime. In order to insure that the best
time step is chosen for the solution, the user should choose the node most distant from the space
node or pump boundary to base the time step calculation. In the call statement;

M CALL TIMESTEP(TI, 4.76, DTIMEH, OUTPUT)

The user must enter the number of the node on which the t/me step is to be based preceded by a

"T" (T 1 in this case) and the diameter of the tank or pipe that the node represents (4.76cm in this
case) in centimeters.

The Header Subroutine Data section of the model is the section that was written to provide
SINDA'85/FLUINT with the ability to model vacuum systems. Therefore these subroutines are
the heart of the model. The user does not have to provide any input into the TII_STEP subroutine.
However, the t,tr_s,ra_ & VENT subroutines require the user to input a representation of the pump
curve and material constants of the gas.

The vent subroutine is a FORTRAN code that uses the equations discussed in the theory
section of this document to calculate the conductance between the two nodes in the call statement

The calculations for the conductance ate based on the pressure results from the previous time step.
The first portion of the routine initializes the material properties of the gas. In the test model the
gas was air and the vent subroutine is as follows;
C

F
C

FSTART
C
C

C

C
C

SUBROUTINE VENT(G, TI, TJ, MDOT, D, L, ITEST)

THIS SUBROt_INES DETERMINES THE CONDUCTANCE (G) AND MDOT OF THE FLOW

_S- G(mL/MIN), TI(TORR), TJ(TORR), MDOT(KG/MIN), D(CM), L(CM)

DECLARE REAL AND IXX_ICAL VARIABLES
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C
C

C

C
C
C

C

REAL G, TI ,TJ, MDOT, D, L,RBAR, MBAR, PI, T,VISC

REAL AC, LC, F,GRAV, GAM, RA, LP, Z,K,COM, QM, QV, QT
REAL KI,K2

I_rlTIALIZE CONSTANTS AND SET AIR PROPERTIES:

MBAR(MOL.WT KG/KMOLE) ,RBAR(UNI_.GAS CONST. (KN-CM/KMOL-K) ,
T(TEMP K) ,VISC(POSSIONS) ,AC(THROAT AREA M^2) , DENS(KG/M^3)

MBAR = 28.97

RBAR = 83.144
T = 300.0
VISC = 1.85E-4

GAM = 1.4
PI - 3.141592654

GRAV = 32.2
DELTAP--TI -TJ

IF (DELTAP .LE. 0.01 DELTAP = 0.001

If tl_ vent system /s being modele_ using a flu/d other than air MBAR, vi sc , T & GAM mustbe
replaced with the appropria_ constants. These constants are defined as,

M_R = Molecular weight of the gas (Kg/Kmole)

T ffi Average temperature of the gas (°K)
Visc= V'_osiry of the gas (Poissions)
ca_ = Ratio of specific heats for the gas

In some cases, the user may want to adjust the time steps used to calculate the transient pressure
solution. Since each subroutine stands alone in SINDA'85/FLUINT and variables must be
specifically called out in the caU sta_ment, thevahmsofvmAR,VXSC, and T must be entered into
the TIMESTEP subroutine also. The subroutine that conu'ols the dmestep is as follows;

C
C
C

F SUBRO_ TIMESTEP(TI, D, UIq24EH, OUTPUT)
C

FSTART
C

THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE TIMESTEP IN MINUTES
BASED ON THE TANK PRESSURE

C

C

C
C

MBAR = 28.97

T = 300.0
VISC = 1.85E-4

DETERMINE PRESSURE RANGES

PT = 95.7 * SQRT(T/MBAR) * (VISC/D)
PU = 9.91 * PT
PL = 0.114 * PT

DETERMINE THE FLOW STATE;
CALL STATE (PU, PL, TI, IPMOL, IPTRN, IPVISC)

IF (IPMOL .GT. i) THEN
DTIMEH--I. 0
OUTPUT=I. 0

ENDIF

IF (IPTRN .GT. i)
_=0.9

MOLECULAR, TRANSITIONAL, OR VISCOUS
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C

_=0.9
ENDIF

IF (IPVISC .GT.
DTIMEH=0.09

OUTPLn'=-0.09
ENDIF

I) THEN

Tim user may also wish to change the timc_p for the problem solution. The tiinestep can be
changed by changing t__ and _ _nts above.

The _ subroutine was included so the model could analyze a pumpdown rather than
a blowdown. The pump curve fo_ the pump used in the pumpdown must be included in the

subroutine. The _mpum, subroutine for the test case is as follows;

F
C

FSTART
C

C

C
C

SUBROUTINE MEPUMP (TI, _, DTIMEU)

IF(TI .LT. I.E-4) TI=I.E-4

IF((TI .LT. 11.5) .AND. (TI .GT. 1.E-4)) THEN
TIOLD=ll. 5

DT3 =DT3 +UIq24EU

G = 7.7362 - 6.4009*ALOGI0(TI)
G = G *I000.'60.

TI = TIOLD/EXP((G*DT3/350000.))
E_DIF

IF ((TI .GE.I1.5) .AND. (TI .LT. 52.5)) THEN
PMPSP=I. 5815
TIOLD=52.5

DTI=DTI +DTIMEU

G=PMPSP*I000. *60.

TI=TIOLD/EXP (G*DTI/350000.)
DT3=0.0

_DIF

IF ((TI .GE.52.5) .AND. (TI .LT. 272.5)) THEN
PMPSP=0.7624
TIOLD=272.5

DT2 =DT2 +DTIMEU

G=PMPSP*I000. *60.

TI=TIOLD/EXP (G*DT2/350000.)
DTI=0.0

_DIF

IF (TI .GE.272.5) TH_2_
PMPSP=.4274
TIOLD=755.

G=PMPSP*I000. *60.

TI=TIOLD/EXP (G*TIMEN/350000.)
DT2=0.0

_2_DIF
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In the test case, the pump was a pump package that was made up of four individual pumps. Note
thatthequantitythatiscalculatedinthissubroutineisthepressureoftheboundary node. In most

cases,thepump curvesuppfiedby thepump vendor willbe intheform of a G vs P curve.
Sanmler (Reference 1) develops a method of calcuhdng a pressure vs time curve from this data
which isasfollows;

Where;

P

PO
G

t

V

P=P0exp(-CJt/V) (3.1)

=New pump pre,ssure(Ton')
_-Pump pressureatprevioustime,_p

- Conductance from the pump curve(G vs P) @ P0

= Timesmp (rain)

= System volume

The MEPUMP subroutine used in tile test case is discussed further in the next section of this paper.

TEST CASE

The test case was conducted to validate the assumptions, methods, and algorithms
described in this paper. The test involved modeling a vactmm test that had two different size pipes,
flexlines,valves,and a pump package.The additionof thepump package complicatedthe

modeling because the vendor data was not complete and the pump package contained 4 different
pumps that became effective at different pressure ranges.

The layoutof thetestsetupisshown inFigure5. The testfixtureconsistedofa 250 liter

chamber connectedtotheVESI header(9.78cm LD.xl01.60cm) by a 3.81cm I.D.x 91.44 cm
branchline(_ tothefineusedtoattachSpace StationpayloadstotheVacuum Exhaust

System). Also includedinthetestsetupwas a pump package connectedtotheVESI headerby a
3.81cm I.D.X 91.44cm branchline.The objectofthetestwas topump thevacuum chamber

from atmosphericconditions(760 Ton')down to Ixl0"4Ton'. The tankwas f'dledwith airand the

VESI headerwas made ofstainlesssteal. The pump was aTrybodyne pump package thatismade
up of fourpumps. Dam collectionconsistedofvacuum pressuremeasurements recordedatthe

vacuum chmnbcr. Bourdon, coldcathode,and Piranigaugeswere use tomeasure pressurefrom

760 ton"to 10-7ton'.Cold cathodegauges were theinvertedmagnetron designwitha pressure

rangeof 10-2 to 10-I1ton'.Piranigaugesmeasured pressurefrom 200 ton"to 10-4 ton'.The

bourdon gauge measured pressurefrom 30 psigto0 mm Hg. The endm system was leakchecked

with a helium leak detector to 10- 8 tYs sensitivity with no measurable leaks indicated. Residual gas
analysiswas performed toqualify any contaminationinthe system. Pressuremeasurements were

recordedmanually from thegauge controllerdisplayand electronicallyfrom thegauge controller
analogsignal.Electronicdatarecordingconvertedtheraw analogsignaltopressureunitsusinga
curvefitalgorithmprovidedby themanufactm'cr.Dam storedinthecomputer were thenconverted

toMicrosoftExcel and CricketGraph formatforreportingand graphicspurposes.
As discussedinabove,thepump package presenteda modeling challengedue tothedesign

of the Trybodyne pump. This particular model pump consists of 4 pumps in series that are
effective at different pressure levels. The pump curve is shown in Figure 6. From Figure 6 we
seeas thepressureapproaches0 thepump curve goes toinfinityand above I1.5Ton"thepump
datawas found tobe inaccumm inprevious testing.
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Vat.aim

Chamber

Pump Package

VES1 Header (LD.=9.78 cm)

5 4 3 2

Valve F

Branch Line (I.D.=3.81 cm)

Pump Connection Line (I.D.=3.81 an)
-.6------Valve D (closed)

Figure 5. Vacuum Vent Test System Schematic
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When the test was performed, it was found that the pump did not provide a pressure of less
lxl _0_4_Ton'. In order to mo@l _ pump in the pressure range of 760 Ton" down to 11.5

_uu, me coneuctance was assumeo to ae step wise linear. With this assumption, the pump speed
was calculated using equation 3.1 and pump test data. The steps over which the pump
conductance was cakulauxi were as follows;

760 Ton. to 272.5 Ton"
pump speed = 0.4274 l/sec

272.5 Ton" to 52.5 Ton"
pump speed = 0.7624 l/sex

52.5 Ton" to 11.5 Ton"
pump speed = 1.5812 l/sex

u_r_ep_ of the system d_.pped below 11.5.Ton., the p .uznp curve shown in Figure 6 was
_, v,c_ m_e c.unauctance ot tae pure It snoula _ noum . . • ted _ m a blowdown or a

p pdown, tae boundary _s the driver for _e system and any error associated with the pump

model the n,,mn woo ,,,,,_.._ ,^ :_.,. ....... z. _._ v,_. _,_. tat memo(] usea note to
-r_ n-__ .Y_ ....o _ _ muu_ _o_ en.Or m_o Kaleanalysis in the D_ range from
-_tu= m tu ton-.(._eateraccuracymi,,hthave been achiev_._._.,____- --:--,-,---
dividedinto more steps. _ _ a u_ pressure range nan oeen
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Figure 6. Plot of Conductance Vs Pressure For the Pump Package.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Figure 7 shows the correlation between the test data and analytical results. The flow
in the viscous regime for 33.5 minutes and was in transition for 12 minutes before

molecular flow began. Results from the analytical model predicted that the tank pressure would

reach steady state at 1.095x10 -4 Tort. Test results indicate that the tank pressure would reach

steady state at 1.06x10 -4 Torr, yielding an error of 3.3 %. In addition, the trend of the results
compares favorably with the test data. The largest deviation was found to be approximately I0
minutesoccmring at a pressureof20 torr.This can be attributedtotheassumption of aconstant

pumpspeedinthispr_.. range.A reviewof_ aauattestdatahasshownthatspeed
inflections did occur_ this p_ range xorme pump- ......... ,_ ...... _,,_ usl-o numerical

The xesults of me correlations support me vaumty ox va_-uum uvw _,_,_ .-e

solution methods. Any deviations between _ re,st and an;al,ysis _ largely due. to ins__ l_en_iPn_mP
data. The pump m _ case w_ .the co ntroUing faro. r ana a0y atscrepan .cles m pump m_u sa
would have a direct impact on me results. In mmauons where tbe ev..a_-uauon p_ _,d__._ a_
blowdown, the analytical reaults should show greater accuracy. tins is because, m a mowuuwu
process the boundary node would remain at a constant pressu_ and not be based on a pressure vs

dependency such as a pump.
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